Gx390 clone engine

The Honda GX and the flooded market of Clones Predator , Duromax, etc are all great engines
when they are used for their target application. While some advertise them as 18hp out of the
box, the strongest ones will rarely dyno over 14hp. While they do work in golf carts, there is one
major factor that you must be aware of before swapping one into your golf cart. Splash
Lubrication: GXs and their clones are splash lubricated. Which means that their means of
getting oil to the engines critical components involves the connecting rod splashing oil up onto
the internal components of the engine. Splash lubricated engines do not have oil filters, which
leads to dirty contaminated oil very quickly. To extend the engines life, the oil must be changed
very frequently. More advanced engines such as our s and V-Twins Vanguard, Predator , Honda
are Pressurized Lubricated, which means that there is an oil pump physically pumping oil and
delivering it through small channels in the engine, to high priority areas such as the connecting
rod journal. The average golf cart with 2 passengers, a backseat, a top, lights, lift kit and big
tires weighs in at over lbs!!! That's 3x the weight of most go-karts. The higher the weight of the
vehicle, the more stress that is put on the engine to move the vehicle especially up hills. All of
that stress ends up at the internal connection between the connecting rod and the crankshaft
journal. The only thing keeping the two from having a catastrophic friction meltdown we call
"galling", is a very thin layer of oil You guessed it, pressurized lubrication does a MUCH better
job of keeping oil at the critical point of the connecting rod journal and results in a much more
reliable engine when heavily loaded and going up a hill or going off road in general. You can
install a billet connecting rod which can take considerably more stress over an OEM cast rod, it
has a built in bearing to absorb shock and facilitate in better lubrication through the use of
Babbit material. While this is a worthwhile upgrade, there is considerable cost and time
involved; for a little bit more money, you could just go with a cc or Predator V-Twin and be
lightyears ahead in the power and reliability department, with none of the headache. For those
that do want to try a Clone engine, we have developed a cc engine that comes with all of the
"beefed up" parts needed to make it as reliable as possible. We only sell them as Do-It-Yourself
assembly kits, but there are instructions on how to assemble them. Our s will save you
considerable money over buying a complete engine and then sourcing parts from different
manufacturers. Here is the link to our cc clones kits:. Reach Theme by Pixel Union. Powered by
Shopify. Please Wait Account Story Cart Search. Your cart is empty Continue shopping. Add
note. View cart. So what is their "ideal" application? Why is this important in a golf cart? Arent
there ways to beef up a GX or Clone? Next article Can I convert a 2 stroke golf cart to 4 stroke?
View article. Recently Viewed Products. For those on a budget, Chinese-built Honda clone
engines are a good deal for the money. Problem is, there are so many out there, how do you
know which one is best for your application? The following article will attempt to clear away
some confusion. Since the s, the Honda GX was by far the best-selling small gas-powered
engine, so it was really no surprise that copycats would pop up and offer cheaper versions.
Clone motors follow the same exact design of the original Honda GX single cylinder, horizontal
shaft, overhead-valve engine. Most clones are marketed as industrial-grade motors, featuring
cast-iron cylinder liners with a ball-bearing supported crankshaft. Many share the GX's same
displacement of cc. The four most popular sizes of Honda clone engines are cc, cc, cc and cc.
They are well suited to power go karts , mini-bikes , and other small engine projects. The
companies that manufacture clone engines are based in China, with some having additional
factories in other Pacific rim countries. Most of them will sell wholesale to any person or
company that buys enough quantity. The buyers, in turn, add their own name to it for resale. Of
course, this adds confusion as to who the real manufacturer is. One of the major clone
manufacturers is Lifan Group. Starting later that year, with pressure from Honda, Lifan
redesigned the motor. Painted black and called Predator, the Lifan cc has a bore of 70mm and a
stroke of 55mm. This gives a slightly larger displacement of cc versus the Honda's cc
displacement. It still shares most of it's components with the Honda, and makes 6. Plenty of
performance parts are available. The "Hemi" Predator motors were built after June and have a
flat-top piston. Earlier, non-hemi motors have a dished piston. There is little to no stock
performance gain over the non-hemi engines. The external visual difference between the two is
the hemi-head has a rectangle-shaped valve cover, and the non-Hemi has a stop-sign shaped
valve cover. The non-hemi valve covers will be either cast aluminum or stamped steel. Some
engine parts fit both the hemi and non-hemi Predators. Not all engine parts interchange
between the two. If you decide to buy a Predator motor, be aware that it does not come with a
clutch or torque converter, so they must be purchased separately. The Lifan engine is also
offered in a cc displacement with 13 horsepower. These have a larger 1" shaft, a compression
release for easy starting, universal mounting pattern, and a low-oil shutdown switch. Generally
they power construction equipment, but would sure make a wicked go kart motor! Although the
larger Lifan engines come with electric start, the charging system only puts out three amps.

This gives only minimum amperage to provide ignition power and little else. If your application
requires lighting and battery charging capability, Lifan does not offer the parts to retrofit the
charging system. Advertised as an industrial grade engine, the block is aluminum and the
piston rides in a cast-iron sleeve. Like other clone engines, performance is easily upgradable.
The Xtremepower 7hp motors appear to be manufactured by Lifan. The rewind can be relocated
to the left or the right for an easier pull. Both have the same cc displacement and feature a low
oil cut-out system. Titan engines come factory-equipped with a top-fill gas tank, but a side-fill
tank is available for possible clearance issues minibike build. This is the top of the line engine
available from DuroMax. This means spare parts are readily available, including aftermarket
performance parts. Another big clone motor is the horsepower Ironton Crankshaft is cast-iron
for strength in high-torque applications. Other features include dual ball bearings for reduced
friction. The Ironton cc engine does not have provisions to be set up with electric start. Some of
it's internal parts are not compatible with the Honda GX Aside from price, another big reason
clone motors are so popular is they can be easily modified for more power. Although differing
slightly in quality and design, engine parts are not only interchangeable with the Honda GX ,
GX, and GX, but also with other clone motors. Unless you need a specific size motor for Kart
racing, the best clone engine will be the biggest one that fits your budget. With an initial cash
layout of about a third of a new Honda GX, you can't beat the performance per dollar you get
with the non-hemi Predator cc. Regular oil changes preserve the life of any small gas engine.
Clone engines with a low oil sensor will take slightly less oil about 14 ounces than ones without
the low oil sensor about 16 ounces. Be sure to use name-brand quality oil. Plain and simple, a
torque converter will give you better acceleration than a centrifugal clutch. Horizontal
Crankshaft. Loads of power, exceptional fuel consumption. The engine for water pumps,
pressure washers, small vehicles and more. The GX features more power, quieter performance,
lower fuel consumption, and lower emissions than the previous version. With new features and
better performance, the new GX engines establish themselves yet again as one of the best
engines in the business. Find out why Honda engines have a reputation for exceptional
performance, quality and reliability. Experience born on racetracks and roadways around the
globe. Experience that keeps us on the cutting edge of engine performance technology. We
have a well-earned reputation for our engine quality and performance. When you choose a
Honda engine, or a product powered by Honda, you know what you're getting. An engine you
can count on, now and in the future. Excellent fuel efficiency. High power output. Quiet
performance. Easy to use. What's our secret? Exceptional engineering and technology. Honda
engines are truly built like no other. Honda sets the standard for reliable, hard-working engines.
Our engines are built with high-quality components designed for optimum performance in the
harshest environments. But don't just take our word for it. Honda stands behind our engines a
three-year commercial warranty on all GX engines, cc and larger. Or ask a Honda engine owner.
Next time you visit a rental centre, see a landscape truck, or pass by a construction site, you'll
probably see a Honda GX engine-powered piece of equipment. Stop and ask them what they
think of the Honda engine. Chances are they'll tell you they wouldn't use anything else. Honda
engines are renowned for being easy to start, day after day, year after year. From our unique
automatic mechanical decompression system, to heavy duty recoil ropes, to more advanced
variable ignition timing, our engines are designed with quick, easy starts in mind. Honda
understands the importance of getting you back to work quickly. From parts to service, Hon
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da servicing dealers are there to assist you when you need it. Find a servicing dealer. Keeping
your Honda healthy is an imperative part of maintaining the quality, reliability and performance
of your engine. Find a Distributor. Enlarge See All Engines. Overview Features Specifications.
GX Overview. Quality and performance come standard. Why Buy a Honda Engine? Experience
counts Experience born on racetracks and roadways around the globe. Performance Excellent
fuel efficiency. Renowned reliability and quality Honda sets the standard for reliable,
hard-working engines. Legendary easy starting Honda engines are renowned for being easy to
start, day after day, year after year. Canada-wide parts and service support Honda understands
the importance of getting you back to work quickly. The superior choice for manufacturers
Hundreds of OEMs trust Honda to power their products for instant credibility. Submit Success!
Learn More. All information contained herein applies to Canadian models only.

